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Last year, at Austin High’s inaugural conference, we challenged delegates to 

“compromise and collaborate” in order to come to equitable solutions.  While our topics were of 

great nuance, they offered little complexity when it came to negotiation itself. The current roster 

of topics is thematically centered around the overcoming of this simplicity, including topics of 

debate that require successful delegates to not only understand relevant content and their national 

perspective but that they apply heightened diplomatic skills. A simple compromise that allows 

two sides of a debate to meet in the middle becomes problematic with topics like euthanasia or 

intellectual propery theft.  Creativity as well as a willingness to negotiate from new angles will 

be required if acceptable, or novel, solutions are to be found.  

As delegates we believe you will find, both through the deliberate encouragement of the 

chairs and execution of our background guides, that our topics this year will elevate debate 

beyond simple compromise. 

I. Rationale  

While the world’s population soars above 7 billion, the demand for water is at an all-time 

high, leaving 783 million people without access to safe, drinkable water [11].  Water scarcity is 

one of the biggest threats facing humanity, with “demand expecting to outstrip supply by up to 

30% within the next 17 years” [12]. Around 90% of the world's freshwater remains under public 

control, but as water scarcity is becoming more of a pressing issue, so are the acts of large 

corporations buying up sources of water to make a profit rather than serving the needs of the 

people and conserving our most precious commodity. Nestle chairman, Peter Brabeck, claims 

that “human beings don’t have a right to water” and that water is best valued and distributed by 

the free market [11]. On July 28, 2010, the United Nations General Assembly recognized the 
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right to sanitized water as a fundamental human right. This resolution explicitly calls upon 

countries and international organizations alike to provide the financial resources, infrastructure, 

and the technology to help poor and developing nations to ensure that clean water is accessible to 

all.  Water is a necessity for biological functions inherent in all living organisms, and is a 

prerequisite human right, but is too often denied to those who cannot afford to buy it in its 

bottled form. Many of these systems being implemented to help indebted countries prosper are 

done through the IMF or the World Bank, which encourage U.S and European corporations to 

aid poorer countries. However, one of the conditions often adopted by the IMF for countries to 

be able to utilize their resources is to accept their policy of privatizing water. Many IMF loans 

are negotiated under the Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility also concede that indebted 

nations will not be able to gain access to loans from any other international creditor 

organizations unless they agree to IMF terms. The terms of water privatization are a blatant 

infringement on the UN resolution of water as a natural, unalienable right to all. The 

privatization of water can often: hinder access for impoverished, rural areas to clean water 

supplies, increase the tariffs placed on the water making it unaffordable and undermines water 

quality, leading to the spread of disease. It is estimated that 1.1 billion people are left without 

adequate access to water and 2.6 billion lack proper sanitation, leading to anywhere between 10 

to 20 million annual deaths worldwide [13]. The act of privatization not only denies local 

populations access to water but also has polarizing splinter effects, such as job loss, economic 

instability, corruption, disruption of ecosystems, civil unrest and the spread of disease. Water 

privatization is a practice that must be addressed by the Human Rights Council because such 

IMF mandates and prioritization practices are encroaching on the access to affordable, sanitized 

water of all people worldwide. Something important to keep in mind, is how countries negatively 

affected by water privatization might try to get rid of it, whereas countries benefiting from it 

would seek to encourage the practice. 

II. Background of Topic 

Policies mandating the privatization of water began appearing within the 1990s. Global 

organizations, which impoverished nations would call upon to help them get out of debt, or help 

to rebuild infrastructure within such countries, would only be able to get such loans if they 
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agreed to the terms spelled out in the agreement, with the IMF often setting the precedent for 

what conditions must be met [2]. Many such negotiations were done through the Poverty 

Reduction Growth Facility, which was initially introduced in 1999 [2]. Reports show that unless 

nations agreed to IMF measures, loans provided by international creditors were inaccessible [15]. 

These conditions often involved allowing foreign corporations into the countries in order to 

stimulate the economy and assist in rebuilding infrastructure. These practices often lead to an 

increase in taxes on the water within urban communities. Although in theory, this policy would 

help to develop urban areas, it falls short in terms of rural communities. While all developing 

countries run the risk of having their water sources privatized, rural communities are the most 

vulnerable to such corporate takeovers and water privatization, because foreign investors see no 

economic gain in assisting rural communities. This can decrease the amount of access rural 

communities have to clean water and make it inaccessible. Similarly, in rural communities, when 

a private corporation takes control of the water supplies, it often decreases the quality of water in 

the affected regions. Additionally, when foreign companies created development projects in 

developing nations, they are answering to shareholders in the company, not the people living 

within the country itself. All of these different factors contribute to the overarching idea that the 

privatization of water is inextricably linked to the violation of UN-mandated human rights.  

III. Contemporary Evidence of the Topic 

Two distinct divides exist in the country of India: those who see the water as sacred and 

its provisions a necessity to life, and those who see it as a commodity for profit. Over 76 million 

people do not have adequate access to water in India, and only 1% of rural populations have 

access to safe drinking water; a major contributing factor being large corporations sucking their 

aquifers dry to feed their own demand [17]. Coca Cola has faced immense scrutiny for its illegal 

overuse of groundwater sources, and communities hold them accountable for the country's water 

shortage and over pollution. Suffering major backlash, Coca Cola plans to become “water 

neutral,” in an effort to rebuild their reputation, but their ambitious feat will prove to be 

unsuccessful, as it is impossible for the largest beverage company to have a neutral footprint on 

water [18]. It is estimated that a single liter of Coke uses anywhere between 442 to 618 liters of 

water, so for a company to claim it will replenish the aquifers it extracts from through methods 
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such as returning directly to its source or to the surrounding watershed areas thousands of miles 

away, is nearly impossible [18]. An ongoing challenge Indian communities continue to face is 

that corporations, such as Coca Cola, continue to operate in water-stressed areas, taking from the 

people who rely on the aquifer to live their daily lives. The future of India’s water crisis is grim, 

as, by 2050, the population is predicted to increase to 1.6 billion, further stressing water sources 

that are already crippling over the stress of providing for the citizens and the corporations [19]. 

IV. Note to the Delegates 

Esteemed delegates, we are honored to have the opportunity to moderate such a pertinent issue, 

being water privatization. The global implications of water privatization make it a vital issue to 

be addressed by the international community as quickly and as efficiently as possible. We 

implore all delegates to explore new and innovative solutions to this complex issue. We strongly 

encourage delegates to come ready to work as a unified committee, as we are stronger together 

rather than divided.  

Contact head chair with info below. 

Riley Cruzcosa- racruzcosa@gmail.com 

V. Delegations 

Indonesia 

Egypt 

Tanzania 

India 

Israel 

United States 

United Kingdom 

Australia 

Saudi Arabia 

South Africa 

Jordan 

Canada 

Argentina 
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China 

Bolivia 

Iraq  

Ecuador 

Norway 

Germany 

Pakistan 

France 

Cameroon 

Malaysia 

Colombia 

Russia 
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